Urban Comedies: Harrinator
Stadtkomödien: Harri Pinter, Drecksau
Harri Pinter is a jerk. For an Ice Hockey junkie, this is the ultimate compliment. The bare-knuckled 46 year old refuses to
grow up and that causes his long term girlfriend to leave him for a man with his heart on his sleeve. Harri faces a mid life
crisis on his own while getting ready to compete for his ex's heart. Game on.

Harri Pinter is a jerk. For the bare-knuckled defendors of the legendary Klagenfurt Ice Hockey Club KAC, that is the ultimate
compliment. And he remains a jerk even though the 46 year old now only ever sets foot on the ice to coach the U12 team.
Only his closest friends would know that behind this macho image lies a sensitive man. Unfortunately for him, he doesn't
have any close friends. Even his long term girlfriend, Ines, has lost hope that he could ever grow up. As Ines fast forwards
her life plans, Harri doesn't make the cut. She suddenly starts dating another man and Harri dives right into a mid life crisis.
What has he done wrong? Either way, his circle of friends progressively leaves his side and the only friend he has left is
Dörki, the weirdest guy in town. Dörki is an Ice Hockey nerd who has worshipped him since they were kids and still believes
in the "jerk"'s good heart. Harri is ready to compete for Ines. It's going to be his biggest match yet. The stakes are high.
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